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EXECUTIVES~RY

Title: Blue Print to India's Amphibious Forces.

Author: Lt Cdr Uday Pinninti, Indian Navy

Thesis: India is a nation blessed with a geographically strategic position, a vast coastline and
"numerous island territories and is emerging as one of the lead players in world affairs. India also
has numerous security challenges--terrorism being the most potent of them. The emergence of
India as a lead player in the back drop of these challenges requires a reconsideration into its
armed forces structure, more specifically a consideration of her amphibious capability. Does
India need an amphibious force? If yes, what would be the role of such a force for India's
security?

"Discussion: India has seen robust growth in its economy in the recent years. This growth has
seen the country slowly emerging as a major player on the global arena. With this new stature
have come increased responsibilities, threats, and challenges. These challenges develop rapidly
and have seen India's armed forces operating tempo increase manifold and operate in countries
from Lebanon to Indonesia. These include terrorism leading to extra vigilance along India's
coast and island territories, piracy and its threat to India's energy security, peace-keeping

"operations, non-combatant evacuation operations, humanitarian assistance and disaster relief
operations to name a few. Most challenges develop rapidly and call for rapid response and it
would be ideal for a composite force, with"the wherewithal and ability to operate independently-
both within and at distances from India, to deal with them. The carving out of an independent
amphibious force from the existing defense structure would enable India to assemble the ideal
force that is capable of operating independently. This independent force would be India's "force

"in readiness" and the first military response prior to induction of additional forces as the
circumstances dictate. Therefore there is an urgent need to develop a modern, well equipped, and
competent amphibious force that has the advantage of being staged at sea for prolonged duration
while a situation is still evolving and capable of being deployed at immediate notice.

Conclusion: With the increase in commitments, it is but natural that India's Armed Forces will
" be called upon to don the mantle of carrying India's flag across the oceans and continents. In the
"back drop of such a setting ID.dia definitely needs an amphibious force. This is to ensure that
India is not caught flat-footed when its interests/ territories are at stake, Indian Diasporas are in
need of succor, India's allies or any nation requires assistance and asks for it.
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Introduction

India is a nation blessed with a geographically strategic position, a vast coastline and

numerous island territories. Though economic liberalization in India can be traced back to the

late 1970s, economic reforms began in earnest only in July 1991.1 India's real Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) grew 5.7 percent annually during the 1990s and accelerated to 6.4 percent, on an

average, annually during 2000-08 making India the second fastest growing major economy in the

world during each period after China (See Figure 1, pg 33). India's economy, as measured by

GDP, is Asia's third largest after Japan and ,China2 and is currently in the world's top five

economies.3 However this does not mean India has attained the status of a developed nation. It is

still a developing nation with a spiraling population, disparity of wealth, poverty, poor

infrastructure, and illiteracy. Despite these limitations, India has been able to establish respect for

itself in the community of nations. India's economic resurgence has meant the country's security

.concerns and interests extend far beyond its immediate neighborhood4
• Therefore, this

resurgence has seen India evolving as one of the lead players in modem day world affairs.

However, there are issues that are proving to be a hindrance in India's transition into a ,

.lead player in global affairs. The first issue is the lack of a decisive response to acts of terrorism

on Indian soil and on Indian interests around the world eroding India's credibility. The second

issue is improvements in humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) efforts in the event

of natural calamities, primarily in the form of faster dispensation of relief materials and restoring

of infrastructure to ensure commerce is not affected. The final issue is of piracy off the Hom of

Africa which is threatening India's energy security and freedom to do business off the coast of

Africa. The current global meltdown only complicates this picture as nations could compete or

co-operate to sustain own economies. This coupled with the expansion of Indian Diasporas
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would need India to have adequate forces readily available to render assistance, as the

circumstances demand, in any theatre of operations. This also needs to be considered in the

backdrop of India's two island territories; Andaman and Nicobar Islands in the Bay of Bengal

.and the Lakshadweep Islands in the Arabian Sea--at considerable distances from mainland India

and straddling some of the most critical international sea lanes of communication (ISLs) of the

world. Their location and distance from India reinforce their criticality to India's security (See

.Figure 2, pg 34).

Therefore, along with protecting India's territories, diasporas, and interests; India's

defense forces may need to render assistance to countries that are crucial to India's strategic and

economic well being and also to further India's diplomatic foot print as directed by the

government. Considering the distances at which the force may require to operate, it would be

ideal for the force's composition to include.all arms of the defense forces and be totally self

sustaining. This would mean a composite force which would include constituent elements of the

Army, Navy and Air force--troops, ships, and aircraft. The troops would require operating off

ships for operations on land and thus need to be amphibious in nature. This force would be

India's "force in readiness" t for any immediate response. Therefore, if India does stand up a

·dedicated amphibious force, what would be the role of such a force be for India's security?

India is one of the oldest civilizations in the world. It has achieved multifaceted socio-

·economic progress during the last 59 years of its Independence. India is the tenth most

industrialized country in the world and the sixth nation to have gone into outer space. It covers

an area of 3,287,263 sq km, has a coastline of approximately 7600 kilometers, numerous island

· t Force in Readiness - Military forces maintained in a state of preparation for immediate employment without additional reinforcement,
training, or provisioning. (Source: Answers.com Military Dictionary "Force in Readiness," http://wwW.answers.com/topic!force-in-readiness
(accessed January 24,2009)).
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territories, and is the seventh largest country in the world. India is bounded by the Himalayas in

the north; it stretches southwards and at the Tropic of Cancer, tapers off into the Indian Ocean

between the Bay of Bengal on the east and the Arabian Sea on the west.5 India's most crucial.

assets but critical vulnerabilities too are its island chains of Andaman and Nicobar in the Bay of

Bengal and Lakshadweep in the Arabian Sea. These island chains are the key to the some of the

World's most crucial waterways. India's size, strategic iocation, trade interests and security

environment underpin India's strategic and security response. In view of this strategic spread, it

·is essential for the country to maintain a credible land, air and maritime force to safeguard its

security interests. India's geographical and topographical diversity, especially on its borders,

poses unique challenges to our armed forces in terms of both equipment and training.6 Also the

·unique geographic location leads to the strategic importance of India and brings to fore the

question: what is India's strategic outlook? What are India's strategic concerns and what steps

does India need to take to mitigate these concerns? (See Figure 3, pg 35)

·India's Strategic Outlook

"From this ship nook at India and think of our country and its geographic situation - on three
.sides there is the sea and on the fourth high mountains - in a sense our country maybe said to be in the
very lap of an ocean. In these circumstances I ponder over our close links with the sea and how the sea
has brought us together. From time immemorial the people of India have had very intimate connections
with the sea. They had trade with other countries and they had also built ships. Later on the country

·became weak. Now that we are free, we have once again reiterated the importance of the sea. We cannot
afford to be weak at sea ... history has shown that whatever power controls the Indian Ocean has, in the
first instance, India's seaborne trade·at her mercy, and in the second, India's very independence itself."

Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru?

The above quote by India's first prime minister encapsulates the country's strategic

·interests. India sits astride nine important passages providing access into the Indian Ocean, of

which five are key energy Sea lanes of communications (SLOC)8 (see Figure 4, pg 36). Access

to the Indian Ocean can be controlled by these choke points through which much of the world's

·commerce flows. Some ofthe.geo-political factors affecting this region are border delineations--
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a colonial hangover, rise in population in the Indian Ocean Region (lOR) and maritime

.trafficking.9 These factors have led to the existence of localized conflicts and crises. There is

widespread proliferation of modern hi-technology weapons and sensors in the lOR. The scenario

is further complicated by terrorism and its maritime component. The latest trend that is

threatening the very tenets of maritime trade is piracy along the African coast. The issue of

piracy has seen all major navies pitted against pirates, originating from Somalia in nothing more

than small speed boats. The price being paid due of this piracy is freedom to use the seas to

further economic prosperity. India's economic resurgence is directly linked to her maritime trade

and energy needs, most of which is transported by sea. 10 India's economic resurgence and its

defense and foreign policies are mutually d~pendent. This was clearly enunciated by K.C Pant,

the then deputy chairman of the Indian Planning Commission who on October 13, 1999

remarked;

"India's economic policy should further its defense and foreign policy interests and vice-versa
while the country's defense strategy must look beyond present threats and capabilities. A holistic
approach to national security demands that the nation strengthen both its economy and its defenses and
that defense policy, foreign policy, trade policy and internal security policy - all buttress each other."u

This strategic outlook of India, in consonance with her economic, foreign and defense policies,

guid~s her actions. These actions are also influenced by India's security objectives and concerns.

India's Security Objectives and Concerns

India's security concerns are defined by a dynamic global security environment and the

perception that South Asia region is of particular global security interest. 12 This is primarily due

to the global ramifications of the ongoing military campaign in Afghanistan and associated

. dangers of terrorism. The recent terror strikes in Mumbai, India are a mute reminder of the

potent risk posed by terrorism in India and the rapidity with which the situation develops.13 Also,

a recent study by RAND Corporation states that India is likely to face more terror attacks. The
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study also states that India has turned out to be a terribly soft state neither able to prevent many

of the terrorist acts that have confronted it over the years nor capable of retaliating effectively

· against either its terrorist adversaries or their state sponsors. 14 The report further argues that

India lacks military options that have strategic-level effects without a significant risk of a

military response from its adversaries. 15 This study does not bode well for a nation on the

· threshold of a role in global affairs. The continuing presence of terrorist and fundamentalist

forces in its neighborhood has prqmpted India to maintain a high level of vigilance and

preparedness to face any challenge to its security. The country faces a series of low intensity

· conflicts characterized by tribal, ethnic, and left wing movements and ideologies as also the

proxy war conducted by and from neighboring countries. India is also affected by the trafficking

in drugs and proliferation of small arms. There is also the ever present possibility of hostile

radical fundamentalist elements gaining access to the weapons of mass destruction in India's

neighborhood. Finally there is the fact that India is surrounded by two neighbors with nuclear

weapons and missiles and history of past aggressions and war. India's national security

objectives have evolved against a backdrop of India's core values--democracy, secularism and

peaceful co-existence and the national goal of social and economic development. The national

security objectives are:

a. Defending the country's borders as defined by law and enshrined in the Constitution.

b. Protecting the lives and property of its citizens against war, terrorism, nuclear threats
and militant activities.

c. Protecting the country from instability and religious and other forms of radicalism and
extremism emanating from neighboring states.

d. Securing the country against the use or the threat of use of weapons of mass
destruction. .

e. Development of material, equipment and technologies that have a bearing on India's
security, particularly its defense preparedness through indigenous research, development and
production, inter-alia to overcome restrictions on the transfer of such items.
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f. Promoting further co-operation and understanding with neighboring countries and
implementing mutually agreed confidence-building measures.

g. Pursuing security and strategic dialogues with major powers and key partners. 16

Based on the strategic perspective and security concerns highlighted, India's Armed

Forces have issued their respective doctrines to layout what each service brings to the fight to

safeguard the country and further India's goal of becoming a key global power. The latest

doctrine promulgated is India's Joint Doctrine for Amphibious Operations released on Sep 9,

2008. 17 But, why do nations have amphibious forces and what role do such forces have?

Role of Amphibious Forces

Historically nations have used and maintained amphibious forces for policing,

anti-piracy, enforcing a nation's policies, and humanitarian assistance (See Annexure A-

History of Amphibious Forces, pg 23). The world today is faced with many challenges, be it

natural or manmade. These challenges are forcing the international community to consider armed

·intervention as one of the viable options. The most efficient and effective way of achieving these

interventions ina silent and unobtrusive manner is from the sea--naval ships with amphibious

forces embarked provide the right answer. The intervention could be for non-combatant

·evacuation operations (NEO) or for a HADR mission. This is primarily due to the fact that naval

forces, unlike air or land forces enjoy the advantage of maintaining off the coast of an area of

unrest in international waters. Naval forces 'can sustain without friendly ports, till such time

·matters come to a point where intervention is warranted, unlike air/ land forces for which

friendly airbases or land bases are a pre-requisite. The naval forces also have the advantage of

unlimited endurance, provided they have an established supply train. The availability of a force

that is well trained and suitably equipped to tackle any kind of situation gives any country's

leadership enormous flexibility in making key strategic decisions. The above when considered in
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India's context leads one to the question, what is the present state of India's amphibious

capability?

India's Amphibious Capability

The earliest known instance of Indian involveme.nt in amphibious operations was as a

part of the British assault at Tanga, German East Africa in 1914. 18 This was followed by

Gallipoli (Dardanelles), where the Indian troops fought side by side with the New Zealanders in

1915. 19 This continued in the Second World War, as Indians were a part of the Allied forces. 20

The only other conflict where India's amphibious capabilities were used was during the Indian

Peace Keeping Operations in Sri Lanka between 1987 and 1990.21 The operations in Sri Lanka

by the Indian Navy, code name Operation Pawan, saw the Navy using its assets to transport and

maintain the Indian Peace Keeping Force troops (IPKF). The Indian Navy, along with the

mercantile marine, was involved in the transfer of 200,000 men ferried in both direction, 100,000

tons of stores, and 8,000 vehicles.22 These operations also gave the world its first view of the

·Indian Navy's Marine Commandos (formerly the Indian Marine Special Forces), a Special

Forces unit, created by in 1987 for special maritime operations 23 (see Figure 5, pg 37).

India's current amphibious forces are a combination of the Indian Army and the Indian

·Navy. The Navy provides the platforms and towards this maintains a fleet of landing ships24

whilst the Indian Army provides the troops from the 340th independent Brigade, raised as a

special maritime unit, for amphibious oper~tions.25 A look at Indian Navy's lift capability clearly

·shows that the Indian Navy has a lift capabili,ty of 4950 troops (see Table 1, pg 29). Therefore

India has the capability to position a Brigade size amphibious force in a theatre of operations

within 1,000 Nautical Miles (range of SLd, Table 1, pg 29). The current amphibious assets are
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good. And if India already has an independent brigade, then why does it ,need a specialized

amphibious force?

Justification for an Independent Amphibious Force

Indian armed forces have demonstrated on various occasions their capability to handle

·rapidly developing situations (See Annexure B - Indian Armed Forces in Various Conflicts/

Missions, pg 25). Though India has delivered in the past, the global scenario is rapidly evolving

and every country n,eeds its armed forces to stay "in sync" with this evolution. The ideal first

·response to a rapidly emerging scenario is a "force in readiness." This is true in India's context

too. Also to continue developing at a rapid pace, India would need to sustain and develop its.

industry and infrastructure. The key to this'is energy. Therefore to ensure that her energy needs

·are not compromised India, which is heavily dependent on oil and gas imports, has acquired

stake in oil and gas exploration blocks in many ar~as across the globe, especially Africa.26 These

would need to be protected. In the back drop of the fact that Africa is a continent with internal

strife, India would need to have a force readily available/ deployed to safeguard its national

interests. This force will provide military flexibility to the Indian leadership whenever a situation

develops threatening India and its interests. ,India does currently possess amphibious capability.

The advantage of the existing setup is that each service continues to. maintain its

independent identity and the amphibious force/ required task force assembles together only in

times of an operational requirement. However, they continue to exercise as per laid down

schedules in Amphibious Exercises (AMPHEX)27/ other joint exercises to validate joint

.amphibious doctrine and hone inter-operability skills. The biggest disadvantage of this setup is

that this does not stop .each individual service drawing up its own priority list which, in a worst

case scenario could mean non-committing of required forces for a joint amphibious operation
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due to service exigencies. To illustrate this' further, though the Indian Army has an independent

Brigade for amphibious operations, it is still a part of the Army. If there are conflicting

operational requirements of equal magnitude--an Army specific mission to an amphibious

mission and if it is possible to undertake only one due to the availability of forces, the Army in

all probability will deploy the Brigade for the Army specific mission. By doing so, the Brigade

will not be available for a mission where dedicated amphibious troops are required. This could

jeopardize the amphibious mission if make.shift amphibious troops are utilized, especially if it is

opined that the Brigade is better suited for the Army specific mission too. And, it is not possible

for any set of troops to become "amphibious."

The primary reason for an independent amphibious force is, to conduct any amphibious

operation, the planners and the force need to have an amphibious bent of mind. This can only be

.achieved if the force is truly amphibious in nature and not wearing a dual hat. To conduct any

amphibious operation, it takes specialized training. This entails concepts of land warfare

. interwoven into the training curriculum, but more specifically the amphibious platforms as the

.departure point. Also, the force should be aware of the critical limitations of an amphibious

operation like tidal patterns and withdrawal from the area of operations. This attitudinal approach

can be developed if the force is "breathing, eating, walking, talking, and sleeping" amphibious

operations. The force would need to appreciate the vagaries of surf conditions, beach conditions

and be capable of operating equipment designed specifically for amphibious operations.

In today's world when countries are. trying to develop cohesive and well trained forces

for tackling issues which are of importance to those countries, an independent and well trained

amphibious force may be the best method to further India's amphibious capabilities. Also an

independent force would ensure that India does not have to learn the lesson of "cohesiveness" at
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a later time at a much greater cost. Therefore if the amphibious force is independent, what should

it look like?

.Recommended Force Structure

India has always propounded peaceful co-existence and the path of non-violence.

However, with the ever changing scenario of both global and regional geo-politics, it is but

.natural for India to playa more pro-active role in uncertain times. With India's role on the global

arena only increasing, what are the missions which India's forces, in particular its amphibious

forces, likely to be tasked with? If the past can be used as an indicator, India and her forces I?ay

be called upon to assist in NEO, HADR operations, international policing against piracy, and

peace-keeping operations. These, therefore should be the main missions that India's amphibious

force should be ready to handle. This needs, to be also considered in the backdrop of the fact that

most of the world's population is moving to live within 60 miles from the coast--thereby

increasing the risk from natural calamities and disasters.28 Finally, with the ever increasing

specter of non-state actors and associated violence, the amphibious force should also be equipped

for and capable of handling forced entry missions to safeguard India's interests and her populace.

,The present amphibious force levels may make many feel that India has adequate platforms for

power projection and also any HADR missions with enough ships and troops. But a closer look

will reveal a different story. Most of the amphibious vessels that the Indian Navy currently has in

.its inventory are old. This coupled with the Indian Army's pre-occupation with defense of

India's land frontier and internal defense issues29 could jeopardize the existing amphibious

preparedness and capability of India. The only way to plug this likely operational limitation and

.provide the nation a "operational wildcard,,3o is by rapidly evolving a national consensus on the

requirement of an amphibious force that can be used as "force in readiness" for any contingency.
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Another important fact that needs to be understood--the amphibious force would need

contributions from all the three branchesofIndia's defense services. The Army would contribute

in terms of troops and land equipment, the Navy ships and aircraft and the Air force its strategic

lift assets and mid-air refueling aircraft. The key components of the "Force in Readiness" are: -

a. The troops for carrying out the required operation.

b. The platforms (ships and aircraft) required to carry the troops to the areas of conflict!

humanitarian relief.

c. Training for the personnel.

d. The Command and Control of the force.

e. Basing the force at an ideal place' for flexibility of operations.

f. The financial implications of organizing and sustenance of the force.

"Troops

The Indian army numbers about one million personnel and fields 34 divisions.31 In

1983, the 340th Army Independent Brigade, which had a force of three infantry battalions at

"Trivandrum, was raised as a special maritime unit.32 The Independent Brigade Group integrates

all arms and services for sustained independent operations. There is great flexibility in their force

mix, and in 'grouping for tasks,.33 This Independent Brigade Group should be the backbone of

"India's amphibious force. The group however needs certain" modifications. The ideal

composition would be two infantry battalions and one parachute battalion along with other

supporting arms. This composition should further be modified to create three composite

battalions of troops which would include in them a company of parachute troops: The parachute/

airborne troops would give the flexibility for airborne assault! deployment as required. The

reason for this mix being that by employing airborne forces, the commander can expect to

exploit such tactical advantages as surprise, shock, and the enemy's inability to predict probable

"direction and location of attack.34 This employment is in a hostile scenario. The main advantage
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of using infantry battalions is their available skill set in civil operations. Infantry undertakes

numerous civic action projects like providing medical facilities to local residents 'especially in

remote areas. It is the first one to be mobilized in any natural calamity, be it an earthquake,

floods, avalanche or a train accident. In remote areas, a number of welfare projects have been

initiated for the development of the local residents.35

The successful conduct of an amphibious operation is dependent to a major extent on

the reconnaissance of the target beach. This is a job normally entrusted to Special Forces by all

major amphibious forces across the world, the United States Marine Corps Force Recon36 being

a case in point. In a quest to harness this capability the Indian Navy created the Marine

Commando Force (more commonly known as the MARCOS).37 The new amphibious force

·would therefore need to have the MARCOS as one of the components of its force structure.

Though there could be a natural temptation to use the MARCOS as "naval infantry" and center

the Indian amphibious force around MARCOS as the land component, this temptation should be

·overcome. The MARCOS is a specialized unit for covert operations and using it as a regular

infantry could dilute its standards. Therefore, the land component of the amphibious force should

be troops ofthe Indian Army with the MARCOS being used strictly as Special Forces unit only

·for beach reconnaissance and for the covert part of any amphibious operations. The battalions

should be identical in their composition and at any time one of the battalions should be the "force

in readiness" with the other two being involved in training activities, rest and recuperation.

Platforms

a. Ships. The Indian Navy is the custodian of the specialized ships and craft required

for amphibious operations. However a close look at the speeds of these vessels brings out the .

fact that only the Landing Platform Dock (LPD) and the five Landing Ship Tank and Helicopter
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(LSTH) are capable of any meaningful speeds, speed being an important component whether it is

.an operational requirement or a humanitarian mission. This coupled with the antiquity of the

ships brings to fore the necessity to commission new amphibious ships into the Indian Navy. The

commissioning of Jalashwa, the Austin Class LPD was a step in the right direction. However the

.ship is actually fairly old as it was fIrst commissioned in 1971 in the U.S. Navy. 38 This need for

new ships raised an interesting point for deliberation. What type of amphibious vessels would

suit India's requirements?

India needs amphibious ships that are capable of dual role, both in war and peace. This

would ensure that the entire spectrum of India's likely requirements--from strategic lift and pre

positioning to humanitarian missions are capably handled. Considering the type of missions with

which India's amphibious forces may be tasked, the platforms which could be of use to India

include the multi-purpose amphibious assault ship (LHA), Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD),

Dock Landing Ship (LSD), and the LPD.. India's Tsunami operations highlighted the lack of

strategic sea lift and this saw India acquiring the ex- Trenton from the Uitited States (See pg 25).

It is understood that India is likely to construct at least three more ships of the LPD class in the

next ten years.39 But will induction of only LPDs help solve India's requirement for force

projection and HADR? This needs to be considered in the backdrop of the already stated possible

.mission requirements of India's amphibious forces. For the force to be truly self-sufficient, it will

need a strong aviation element and logistic support. This element cannot be staged from only

LPDs. The force would need platforms with capabilities to sustain the aviation and logistics

.piece. Therefore LPDs alone will not solve India's requirement. Ships that are capable for a

variety of missions, as being considered in Australia--Multi-Mission Ship for the Australian

Defense Forces could make better sense fOf India too. 40 The main point of consideration for any
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nation when it goes in for defense acquisitions is the cost versus utility or in more colloquial

terms "the bang for the buck". Therefore exploring the capabilities of the potential choices

before considering the right combination! right platforms for India is useful (see Table 2, pg 30).

The LHD or LHA amphibious assault ships, displaces 40,000 tons (approx) in full load

and are capable of carrying up to 1700 troops. The biggest advantage these ships have is their

ability to operate Short Take Off and Vertical Landing (STOVL) fighters. The capability to carry

the STOVL fighters coupled with helicopters makes the LHAI LHD potent platforms for

amphibious operations. The STOVL fighters give these ships the capability to provide both air

.defense protection to the amphibious ships along with hostile beach defense destruction!

suppression and fIre support to the landing troops. Thus these ships are capable of ensuring "sea

control or sea dominance". The ships can also be used extensively in HADR missions as the

.available space onboard can be very effectively used for carrying relief materials. Also the

medical facilities onboard include beds for 600 patients and six operating rooms and extensive

dental facilities. 41 This gives the political leadership and the operational commander the

advantage of using these ships for HADR missions or for use either in an amphibious operations

role or an aircraft carrier role. These roles, when juxtaposed with India's desire for a three carrier

Navy,42 are all the more reason for India to go in for an LHA or LHD rather than the aircraft

carrier. The LHD has the capability of carrying more three times more Landing Crafts Air

Cushion (LCAC) than the LHA. However when this is compared to the LCU (utility landing

craft) carrying capacities of both these ships, the LHA can carry four to the two that can be

carried by the LHD.43 The utility value, when weighed of the LCAC, post service life extension

program, versus the latest version of the LCU, the LCU gets the upper hand due to its cargo

lifting capability--225 tons of cargo to the 70-140 tons that can be lifted by the LCAC44 (See
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Table 3, pg 31). This lift capability would be invaluable when carrying relief supplies or for

evacuating personneL Also, the LCU call be used in riverine operations, which on many

occasions could be a subsidiary mission for the amphibious force.45 Thus when compared, the

LHA with LCUs could be a better platform in comparison to the LHD. A tabular comparison of

the capabilities of the LHA and LHD reinforces the above conclusion. The LHA will give the

Indian Navy the flexibility of using these ships as required, dictated by operational

circumstances. A point to consider is that India does not need to go in for the LHA which

displaces 40,000 tons; though there are oqvious advantages of going in for the larger LHA in

terms of troops and aircraft that can be carried, the number of LCUs that can be carried, and

hospital facilities onboard. India can go in for the smaller LHD capable of carrying up to 1000

troops, the Australian Canberra class46 and the Spanish mid-size landing helicopter dock47

displacing 20,000 tons - 25,000 tons being examples. One point that needs to be borne in mind,

.though, is the requirement of having good command and control capabilities for controlling an

amphibious operation! any operation in the sea from onboard the ship with associated aircraft

and helicopter control and communication capabilities.

The LPD and LSD are smaller but competent amphibious ships when compared to the

LHA or the LSD. The LPD is a development of the dock landing ship (LSD) design, which had

its origins iIi WorId War II; the LPD design provides for increased troop and vehicle capacity

.and a relatively small docking well.48 The LPD/ LSD do not carry fixed wing aircraft akin to the

LHA/ LSD. These ships are more usefulfor carrying bulk cargo, troops, and vehicles. The latest

version of LPDs can accommodate t~o LCACs in comparison to one in the older design LPDs49

and two/ three in the LSDs50 and these ships displace between 17,000 tons - 24,000 tons.51 The

LPD can carry 720 troops and have a 24 bed medical facility with two operating rooms52 whilst

------ ------
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the LSD can carry about 500 (+) troopS.53 However the LSD (cargo variant) has more cargo

carrying capacity in comparison to the LPD as also can carry more LCUs. Considering the

capabilities of the LPD and the LSD (see Table 2, pg 30), it would be ideal to have a mix of both

.the platforms for the Indian Navy.

There is a school of thought in the Australian defense forces about the advantages of

having a Multi Mission ship (MMS) rather than a ship with a specific class type. It is suggested

.that the multi-mission ship will combine the capabilities of missile coverage of local airspace,

carry large quantities of equipment, personnel, supplies, troop lift helicopters, armed

reconnaissance helicopters as also the joint strike fighter, and the Abrams tank.54 This will also

bring the advantage of being self-contained when deployed due to its weapon and aircraft

package.55 However, considering the fact that this is a concept that is still on the drawing board

and may take time to fructify this may not be the ideal platform for India at the present juncture.

The reasoning for this primarily being the cost that may be involved in research and development

and the final cost of the platform as also the commonality of the air craft and other equipment fit

onboard. The other point of consideratio,n is that when considered in the backdrop of the

possibility of two diverse missions coming up simultaneously--an amphibious assaultJ

Humanitarian Mission in one place anq an escort mission in the other, the MMS could pose some

challenges to the operational commander.

b. Aircraft and Helicopters. The Indian Armed forces, primarily the Navy, operate the

Sea Harrier fighter aircraft; the Sea King, Kamov and Chetak helicopters.56 The Indian Navy is

also set to receive the MiG-29K fighter aircraft from Russia shortly. 57 With these aircraft already

being in the inventory and the skill-set being available for their maintenance, it would be prudent

.for India to consider continuing with the MiG-29K! Sea Harrier fighters and the Sea King
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helicopters, albeit the latest variants, for positioning on the ships for air defense/ air superiority

and troop/ equipment movement. It would however be useful to see if there are better helicopters

available for troop and equipment! stores movement which could be more advantageous than the

Sea King helicopters. The Indian Air force, with its current inventory of strategic lift aircraft and

air-to-air refuellers, will have to modify its doctrine to dovetail the requirements of the

amphibious force.

Training

General George S. Patton once remarked, 58 ''The more you sweat in peace; the less you

bleed in war." This famous quotation captures the very essence of the role training has in the

preparedness of any nation's armed forces. The Indian Armed Forces, being one of the largest in
,

.the world, have a very rigorous and well planned training curriculum which permeates to all the

services. Once India gets a dedicated amphibious force, this force would need to be dovetailed

into the training curriculum of the armed forces. This would include training of the amphibious

.force itself and training of other services with this force for integration and inter-operability. The

issue that is most critical is a training establishment that can cater for all aspects of training for

the amphibious forces. India, in an effort to train its forces in the art of amphibious warfare, is

setting up an amphibious warfare training school under the aegis of the Indian Navy at

Kakinada.59 This would be the ideal place to train India's amphibious forces. India would need to

study the training models of some of the advanced amphibious forces in the world to glean the

right training fundamentals that would help in training a "force in readiness". The curriculum

would need to include traiiring for missions that include--forced entry operations jn a

conventional and insurgency environments, NEG, peace keeping operations, HADR operations

and assistance to civil authorities when ordered by the government of India.
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Command and Control

After the 1999 Kargil conflict, India carried out an in depth analysis of the country's

security management system and out of this was born the Integrated Defense Staff.60 The

primary role of the Chief of Integrated Defense Staff to the Chiefs of Staff Committee (ClSC) is

to support the Chairman and the Chiefs of Staff Committee (casC) in the optimal performance

of their role and functions. 61 As part of the integrated defense staff, the Andaman and Nicobar

integrated theatre command was set up on October 8, 2001 with head quarters at Port Blair.62

This command has assets and officers from all the individual services of the Indian Armed

Forces in the operational and organizational set up.63

The amphibious force, being a "force in readiness", will have components of all the

three service arms of the Indian Defense Forces. The ideal place for this force would be under

the aegis of the Integrated Defense Staff. Therefore the amphibious force should be placed under

the unified cOmlnand, with its own independent identity. This will ensure force would have the

umbrella of Joint planning thereby avoiding individual service parochialisms as also to ensure

.that the planning caters for all three dimensions of warfare--air, land and sea. The integrated

theatre command can ensure that the force gets the required resources from individual services.

The amphibious force will be able carve its own identity, devoid of any pressures from

.individual services. With the integrated command element being available, the force can be

deployed at very short notice making it truly a "force in readiness". The Command element of

this force would need to have officers of·the rank of Brigadierand equivalent from the three

defense services of India who would be supported by their planning staffs. The advantage of

planning and working together would go a long way in achieving synergy which is the hall mark

of joint operations. The senior most amongst the command element would head the force and be
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responsible to the theatre commander. The assets for the amphibious force would need to be with

the force itself, other than the LHA class vessels and fixed wing aircrafU fighters which would be

·performing their task in the dual role of an aircraft carrier and amphibious assault ship as the

circumstance dictate. This availability of assets would ensure that the force has the wherewithal

to continuously train and to deploy at immediate notice.

·Basing the Force

a. Areas of likely deployment. The region! areas where India's amphibious· force, as

the "force in readiness", is likely to be deployed are dictated by India'.s strategic outlook and

·commitments. India's region of interest is primarily in the Indian Ocean Region.. The Primary

areas of interest include the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and choke points leading into the

Indian Ocean, the Island countries, the Persian Gulf, and the principal international sea lanes of

communication (ISLs) crossing the Indian Ocean Region. The secondary areas of interest include

the Southern Indian Ocean Region, the Red Sea, the South China Sea and the East Pacific

Region.64

b. The Base for the Amphibious Force. Considering the pre-requisites above that the

base for the amphibious force requires, the most ideal places that can be used for basing the

amphibious force are Mumbai and Kochi on India's Western Sea Board, Chennai and

Visakhapatnam on the Eastern Board and Port Blair in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.65

.Ideally only sea ports should be considered because valuable time should not be lost III

transferring the amphibious forces from inland to the port for embarkation on ships. A

comparison of the distances involved from the principal ports mentioned above with respect to

India's area of interest (see· Table 4, pg 32) brings out the fact that the most ideal place for

positioning of the force would be Kochi, on the Western Sea board of India(see Figure 6, pg 38).
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Kochi would also give the added flexibility of deploying the force in any of the island territories

in the Indian Ocean Region at a much faster pace, other than if the force was based in port Blair

in case of a contingency in Port Blair.

The Financial Implications and Timeline

The cost of defending a nation's territorial integrity and interests does not come for a

small price and similarly the cost of the equipment for doing so too does not come at a small

price. If we try to place a price tag on the likely cost of each of the platforms proposed for

India's amphibious forces; the LHN LHD would cost anywhere between US$800 million to

US$ 2 billion (based on the cost of the Australian Defense Forces LHD program66 and the

.WASP class LHD program costs67 respectively), the LSD and LPD would cost up to US$ 1

billion and these costs are not including the aircraft that need to be positioned on this platforms.

The requirement to provide a credible number of platforms to ensure adequate lift capability

.would entail India to acquire/ build at least two LHN LHDs and two LPDs and two LDSs to

start with. This number would ensure the ~vailability of adequate platforms as also give the

leeway for maintenance and upgrade of these ships as per the maintenance schedules. That

would mean India is looking at a bill of approximately US$ 10 - 12 billion to procure these

platforms. If the price is compared with India's defense budget for the financial year 2008-09 of

US$ 26.4 billion,68 we are looking at a very large price tag. This assumes significance when

taken in the backdrop of the many areas where this money can be gainfully employed. But when

the price tag is compared to the strategic and operational gains that the acquisition of these ships

will accrue to India the price is justifiable. The cost versus benefit analysis, when carried out for

an amphibious force for India, clearly brings out the fact that India will benefit immensely from

a dedicated amphibious force..
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The Indian Navy's Maritime Capability Perspective Plan (MCPP) outlines the force

structure of the Indian Navy till 2022 and highlights the types of platforms--ships, submarines

and aircraft--that need to be maintained with state-of-the-art technology weapons and sensors.

.The plans have been drawn up keeping in mind the envisaged budgetary support required to

maintain a force level of approximately 140 ships with greater thrust on quality of the punch of

the platform as opposed to mere quantity:69 The ships required for expanding the amphibious

capability and equipping India's amphibious force with the right platforms would need to be

incorporated into the MCPP. This would ensure that by 2022 India's amphibious forces are

equipped with all the platforms required; two LHAI LHDs (in lieu of India's desire for dedicated

aircraft carriers), two LPDs, and two LSDs. In the interim the first step would be to assemble the

troops and get the command and control aspect in place. The force needs to be independent, and

trained in amphibious warfare. This assembling and training of the force needs to be completed

within the next five years. The Indian Air force already possesses the strategic lift assets that it

·needs to bring to the effort. The Indian Navy can continue using its available ships for training

and moving the forces to required theatre of operations till it commissions the ships specified

above. Therefore, India's independent amphibious force should be able to commit to its first

·operation maximum by 2014 and should be able to carry out its operations on the ships and craft

of its desire by 2022. By 2022, based on the experience gained, the force could expand from the

suggested one Brigade to a larger strength.

·Conclusion

India is a nation on the fast track. The country's economy is performing well, the

nation has favorable standing in the community of nations, and the country's commitments..:-both

within. the area of influence as also beyond the area of influence are only on the rise. These
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include peace-keeping missions, humanitarian assistance, NEO operations, and 'anti-piracy

missions to name a few. This is with the Omni-present threat of terrorism in the back ground and

the need for India to prove to its people and the world that it is capable of defending its interests

and contribute to world peace too. With the increase in commitments, it is but natural that India's

·Armed Forces will be called upon to don the mantle of carrying India's flag across the oceans

and continents. It is therefore important for India's· defense forces to establish an independent

and truly cohesive force to show the resolve of India's armed forces, a characteristic that has

·gained significant importance in the backdrop of the Mumbai terror attacks. Therefore, in the

back drop of such a setting and the emerging world order, India definitely needs an independent

amphibious force (See Annexure C - SalIent Aspects of Organizational Setup and Proposed

·Force, pg 27). This will ensure India is not caught flat-footed w1)en her interests are at stake,

Diasporas are in need of succor, allies or any nation requires assistance and asks for it.
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Appendix A
Annexure A - History of Amphibious Forces

"Amphibious warfare is military operations characterized by attacks launched from the sea by
naval and landing forces against hostile shores. The main form is the amphibious assault, which may be
conducted for any of several purposes: to serve as a prelude to further combat operations ashore; to seize
a site required as an advanced naval or air base; or to deny the use of the site or area to the enemy.
Landing of expeditionary forces on a shore or at a port already secured by friendly forces is not usu'ally
included in the concept."

The first known instance of amphibious warfare was the Persian campaign against Athens

dating back to 490 B.c.71 However, the first practitioner of modem amphibious operations was

Peter the Great; tsar of Russia from 1682 to 1725.72 The Royal Navy too caught on to this

concept and became a constant practitioner of amphibious landings in subsequent European

Wars. 73 The United States too became a regular practitioner of amphibious operations from

1775.74 However, the Dardanelles campaign by the British during the First World War75 almost

sounded the death knell to naval operations involving amphibious forces. The assault at 'Gallipoli

(Dardanelles) marked the first failure of a major amphibious assault.76 The experiences of

amphibious warfare in various theatres and leading up to the Second World War made the

,Americans realize the importance of careful training and preparationfor amphibious operations.

This realizationled to the birth of the amphibious doctrine and organization of the Fleet Marine

Force in 1933.77 The Japanese too were involved in amphibious operations in the 1920s and

,1930s. The amphibious operations were a major contributor to the Japanese expansionism in the

Pacific befo~e and during the Second World War.78 The high water mark in terms of amphibious

operations was at Normandy. The operation, christened Operation Overlord has been dubbed the

,greatest amphibious assault ever.79 The confidence in amphibious operations that was lost after

Gallipoli was reinstated at Normandy. The success at Normandy has seen many nations embrace

the concept of amphibious operations.
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Therefore what emerges is that some nations used amphibious operations/ warfare to

primarily further their expansionist agenda --Japan to cite as an example. Countries also used

.amphibious warfare/ forces as a quasi-police force, anti-piracy force, and to further! enforce their

policies--the role of the United States Marines in late 1700s and early 1800s being examples.80

Only after the world had settled down in to a period of turbulent peace after the Second WorId

.War did nations start using amphibious capability for humanitarian assistance too. One of the

ftrst instances of this was NEO--Operation Passage to Freedom undertaken by the Task Force 90

of the United States Armed Forces which involved the loading of Vietnamese refugees and

French Union Military forces and equipment at Haiphong, French Indo-China from August to

November 1954.81 Therefore some of the reasons nations have used and maintain amphibious

forces are--policing, anti-piracy, enforcing a nation's policies, and humanitarian assistance.

I ~_------~
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Annexure B - Indian Armed Forces in Various Conflicts! Missions

Indian Armed Forces in Maldives. On November 3, 1988 at 0415 hrs the island of Male in the

island nation of Maldives woke up to the sound of rockets and grenade attacks when a group of

mercenaries landed. The mercenaries quickly overpowered the Maldivian Militia and attacked

the President's residence. The Maldivian Government sent out calls asking for assistance. The

Government of India was the first to respond. The Indian Cabinet approved the dispatch of forces

.on November 3, 1988 at 1530 hrs. Within six hours of cabinet approval, the 50 Independent

Paratroop Brigade launched the Maldives operation, code named Operation Cactus. The first pair

of Indian Air Force IL-76MDs taking off from Agra embarked elements of 6 Para Battalion and

. 17 Para Field Regiment (the regiment's heavy weapons unit). The first troops touched down at

the airport in Huhule, an island 3 kms from the Maldivian capital Male after a non-stop 4 hour

flight. The paratroopers made an uncontested landing and the island of Huhule was secured

within 30 minutes. Two platoons from 6 Para then commandeered local boats to cross into Male.

By 0230 hours on November 4th, President Gayoom had been located and escorted to safety.

Shortly thereafter a vessel was seen fleeing ·Male and it was discovered that mercenaries were on

board with hostage's, including the Maldivian Minister of Education. The ship escaped only to be

boarded by the Indian Navy the following day. The Indian Marine Special Force conimandos

(now known as the Marine Commando Force - MARCOS) boarded the vessel and took control

without any resistance from the mercenaries.82 (See Figure 7, pg 39)

Indian Armed Forces and the Asian Tsunami. The Tsunami struck South Asia, including

India on Dec 26, 2004. The very next day the government of India ordered the armed forces to

commence relief and rescue operations. The Indian Navy mobilized its assets to provide succor

.to people not only in India, but also in Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and Maldives. The Indian Navy

I

I

I------
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.launched simultaneous operations in India (Operation Madad and Sea Wave), Sri Lanka

(Operation Rainbow), Maldives (Operation Castor), and in Indonesia (Operation Gambhir). The

rescue efforts saw the Indian Navy mobilizing 32 ships, 21 helicopters, 8 Dornier/lslander

aircraft and more than 5500 personnel for the operations83 (see Figure 8, pg 40).

Indian Armed Forces in Lebanon. An example of the effectiveness of naval forces is the

Israeli- Hezbollah conflict of July-August 2006. The sudden flare up saw many non-combatants

caught up in between the fighting forces. This situation led many countries to launch operations,

mainly by the sea route, to evacuate their citizens from the war zone. India too mobilized its

forces to evacuate its citizens from Lebanon. India christened its evacuation efforts as Operation

Sukoon84
• The operation sawall elements of national power work in harmony and provide much

.required assista~ce. The conflict saw the Ind~an Navy initiating Operation Sukoon85 which saw

four Indian Navy ships Mumbai, Brahmaputra, Betwa, and Shakti evacuating 2,280 persons from

Lebanon (see Figure 9, pg 40). They included not only Indian nationals but also nationals of Sri

.Lanka, Nepal, Lebanon, and even some Greeks.86
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Annexure C - Salient Aspects of Organizational Setup and Proposed Force

.The composition and salient features of the force should be as mentioned below: -

a. A Brigade consisting of three composite battalions of infantry and parachute troops

with supporting arms and including the Marine Commandos. The amphibious force should at all

times maintain a battalion as a "force in readiness" for deployment at immediate notice. The

other two battalions can be involved in training, leave, and rest and recuperation.

b. The force's surface shipping' should have a minimum of two LHAI LHDs, two

,LPDs and two LSDs, of which one each LHAI LHD, LPD, and LSD would form part of the

platforms available for the "force in readiness". Till such time these platforms are acquired! built,

the existing naval amphibious units should be utilized. Once the new platforms are acquired,

there would be a need to take a re-Iook at the role and mission for the existing naval amphibious

units including the possibility of selling/ gifting them to allies to bolster India's war ship building

industry.

c. The force's aircraft would primarily consist of the MiG-29K! Sea Harrier fighter

aircraft and Sea King helicopters. A more superior fighter/ helicopter for the force can be
,

explored provided it is compatible with the flight deck of the proposed ships. The Indian Air

force strategic lift assets and air to air refuellers would be requisitioned as required.

d. The vehicles and equipment to be used by the force would essentially consist of the

currently used, equipment and vehicles, though, catering for advances in technology., The

equipment would however need to be modified as required catering for the mission at hand.

e. The main training for the force should be ideally undertaken at the proposed

amphibious warfare training school at Kakinada on the Eastern Sea board of India. However

training facilities should also be made available at the 'force's home base. Similarly, the ships and
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aircraft should be always available for real time training, barring the LHDs which may be tasked

as required. But the LHDs too should be available for the maximum duration to ensure the force

is completely au-fait with the platforms.

f. The command and control of the amphibious force should be under the theatre

commander at Port Blair, Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The force commander, the senior most

of the three services commanders of the force, should be directly responsible for the day to day

running and administration of the force with the theatre commander tasking for all operational

missions. The integrated defense staff would need to look after the equipment procurement and

other material issues of the force.

g. The force needs to be based at Kochi to ensure optimum reaction time for India's

likely areas of interest and influence.

I
I

I
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Appendix B - Tables

Table 1 - Indian Navy's Amphibious Lift Capability

(Source. Jane s Fighting Ships 2007·08)

Sl. Class of Ship Number Maximum Range Troops Total Vehides/ Aircraft
Speed Troops

a. Austin Class 1 21 Knots 7,700 930 930 4LCM 8s + Up
Landing Nautical to 6 UH-3H
Platform Dock Miles at Helicopters
(LPD) 20

Knots
b. Magar Class 3+2 15 Knots 3,000 500 2500 4 LCVPs + Up to

Landing Ship Nautical 2 Sea King 42 C
Tank (LSTH) Miles at Helicopters + 15

14 Tanks + 8
Knots Armored

Personnel
Carriers

.c. Polnochny C 5 16 Knots 3,000 160 800 5 Tanks or 5
and D Class Nautical Armored
Landing Ship Miles at Personnel
Tanks (LSM/ 12 Carriers or 5 AA
LSMH) Knots guns or 8 Trucks

d. Landing Craft 6 11 Knots 1,000 120 720 250 Tons; 2 PT-
(LSM) Nautical 76 or 2 Armored

Miles at Personnel
8 Knots Carriers

, .
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. Table 2 - Capabilities of the LHA, LHD, LPD and LSD (Based on Ships used by U.S. Navy)
(The capabilities of the Spanish and Australian LHDs is not being considered as it would be ideal to have larger ship, budget permitting)

(Source. Naval Inslllule GUIde 10 lhe Ships and AIrcraft oflhe U.S. Aeel, By Nonnan Polmar and US Marme Corps Publlcallon MCRI 3-3 IB AmphIbIOUS ShIps and Landing Craft)

LHA LHD LPD LSD
(New) (Whidbey Class)

Displacement in Tons (Approx) 40,000 40,000 24,000 17,000
Speed

Maximum 24 24 25 22
Sustained 22 22 22 20

Range (in Nautical Miles) 10,000 @ 20 9,500 @ 20 7,700 @ 21 8,000 @ 20
@ Speed (in Knots)
Troops 1,700 1,700 720 (+100 560

for short
duration)

Aircraft (Amphibious Role)
Fixed Wing (Sea Harriers) 6 6 Not Not

Applicable Applicable
Rotary Wing 30 30 2 (Max) Nil
Helicopter Landing Spots 2 Data Not

Available
.Aircraft (Aircraft Carrier Role) Not Not

Applicable Applicable
Fixed Wing (Sea Harriers) Data Not 20 - -

Available
Rotary Wing (ASW Capable) Data Not 6 - -

Available
.LCACs 1 3 2 4
LCU 1610s 4 2 1 3
Vehicle Square (in Square Feet) 28,700 24,012 25,000 11,831
Cargo Cube (in Cubic Feet) 156,00.0 145,000 35,000 8,970
Hospital Facilities

Operating Theatres 4 6 2 1
Primary Ward Beds 48 36 24 2
Maximum Patients Bed Space 300 600 Data Not Data Not

Available Available
Flag Facilities Yes Yes Limited No
Tactical Air Control Center+ Yes Yes No No
Helicopter Direction Center Yes Yes No No

.Helicopter Coordination Section Yes Yes Yes Yes
Helicopter Support Facilities Yes Yes Yes No.. ) ..

:j: A very important part of amphibious operations when the airspace is required to be controlled to ensure de

. confliction..

I
I

!

,~------------------~------------------~-~-~ I
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Table 3 - Capabilities of LCAC and LCU

(Source. Naval InSUlule GUIde 10 Ihe Ships and Alrcrall of the U.S. !'Ieet, By Norman Palmar and US Marme Corps I ubhcauon MCRI 3-31B AmphibiOUS Ships and Landmg Crall)

LCAC LCU
(Post Life Extension) (Latest Version)

Displacement in Tons (Full Load) 169 390
Speed (Maximum) in Knots - 40+ 20-25
Range (in Nautical Miles) @ Speed (in Knots) 200@40 1,000
Troops 24 8

.Troop Capacity on Deck Data Not Available 400
Cargo Deck (in Square Feet) 1,809 1,850
Cargo Capacity.(Designed) in Tons 144 225, .. , ..
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Table 4 - Distances (in Nautical Miles along Great Circle) of Principal Indian Ports
vis -a-vis Main Points of Interest

Persian Bab El Mandeb Cape of Straits of Red Sea
Gulf (Gulf of Aden) Good Hope Malacca (Saudi Arabia)

Port Blair 2525 2900 5042 700 3107
Visakhapatnam 1874 2334.3 4835.5 1398 2495
Chennai 1844.6 2163.2 4523.2 1402.2 2377
Kochi 1755.9 1943.7 4221.2 1563.5 2200
Mumbai 1298 1745.2 4448.7 1944.1 1892

(DIStance Calculator Source. httn.lllVlVlV.mroplcasc.comlalla"calculatc-dlStance.html (accessed January 10. 2009)
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Appendix C - Figures
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1/ Adjusted for inflation.
Source: Government of India, Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey.

Figure 1- India's GDP Figures
(Source: hnn:llwww.crs.usda llovlhriefing/indiafba..;icinforrmnion.hlm (accessed February I, 2009»
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CHINA

(PhOIO Source: www.yourchiidlearns.coml...Iindian·ocean.gif)
(Link: http://imaocs,ooO!.!le.comlirnercs'!imnurl=hlln:/Iwww.ynurchildIcarns.comfonlinc-H1laslcontincntlimagcslindian-occan.gif&imgrcfurl-httn://www.youl'childlcams.comJonline-
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Figure 3 - India's Unique Location
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(Photo Sourcc: Indian Navy's Maritime Military Strategy Document, 23)

Figure 5 - Marine Commandoes
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